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Interaction:
Let it Thrive

New Tomahawk
5IpRr5i|ma rni"onstantly
always challenging
growing
ourselves
perpetually striving

When I

"to better the man."

broad, diverse Brotherhood.

.

.

.

And
to

.

metaphysical

.

reflect that commitment.
In this issue,

substance
than

ever

profiles

�

you'll

find

more meat

more

Chapter

�

view of what seemed

In

Seattle; I thrilled

at

and academic leaders of Eta

before. You'll find

on some

undergraduate, I was always eager
provided an almost

Urbana; and, with

remarkable

Brothers that we should all be
proud of You'll learn about the

be

to

an

the prowess of the athletic

Chapter

In

Champagne-

read about alumni

awe,

-

men

All stories housed in

importance of

true leadership.
Perhaps most eye opening will be the articles
describing the Fraternity's five-year plan for the future,
and the beginning of an open dialogue on the five values
we espouse as a Brotherhood; silence, purity, charity,
honor, and patriotism. No longer hidden in the dusty

a

small

-

Importance of what actually

Nor has It reduced the
made The Tomohowk

so

vital: Interaction

Brothers

-

go to our web site at vw^w.alphasigmaphi.org and
click on the "About Alpha Sigma Phi" tab to see the

dialogue

The Tomahawk is

no

entire text

that we've

alv^ys

get better. I think

staff

working

on

The Tomohowk

had. But their dedication is to always
you'll agree that this is one of the best

Issues ever. Spend some time in these pages. Think
about what is written and where your Grand Council is
taking our Brotherhood. And let us know your thoughts.
We welcome your comments.

not

important

one-dimensional

It is

a

conduit for

-

a

among Brothers. Without you the

in their

us

telling

national

magazine has

life.

Grand Senior President Mark Still speaks in these
Phi
pages about Silence and how it is time Alpha Sigma
tells the world
through our actions and our words
who we are as men of character and what we believe.

est

What better

place

to start

-

to

chronicle

our

than In these pages. Let us hear
from you. No matter how great or how small, your
of
story will inspire a young man somewhere to dream

journey together

-

belonging to something greater than himself and be
proud to declare these values in which we believe.

notissima.

Jeffrey R. Hoffman
Member-at-Large '76

Mark D. Still

Washington

'75
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Causa latet vis

the

-

you what is

to

during

past three decades which even led your Grand Council
have not reduced
to hold a recent national on-line chat
the relevance or importance of The Tomohowk one bit

telling The Torrtohawk staff what is happening
Chapters, their careers, their lives.

same

one

magazine that

somehow landed in my mailbox.
The dramatic changes In communications

organization, these values will become
the centerpiece of our programming In the months and
what you
years to come. If your appetite is whetted by
see here regarding our strategic plan, I encourage you
our

We have the

who

-

progress we've made regarding expansion.
And there is a thought-provoking article on the

of

ancient

day I would call Brother leading major corporations,
making scientific discoveries, and advising U.S. presidents.

significant

corners

to

From my meager position as a pledge In a colony in
North Carolina, I had a vicarious relationship with the
Brothers housed In white-columned splendor at Mu

The Tomohowk

we want

was an

receive The Torr^ahawk. It

.

,

to

Alpha Sigma Phi,

7 1 0 Adams Street. Carmel. IN 46032.
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Leadership
By
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Silence

their fruits

you shall know
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Villain?
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profile of
Epsilon Pi
Chapter.

A

it is

Important

the

to

Phi

Alpha Sigma
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Chapter
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Omega
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Message

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
1 have a recommendation for

Dear Editor,
It is too often that Alumni

you should profile in an
upcoming issue of The Tomahawk.

lost from the

I suggest an effort be made to
profile brothers in the Human
services area. One such brother

development of initiatives
beyond
Founders Day, Homecoming, or giving
that will help alumni
campaigns
engage with the Old Gal both locally
and nationally. This effort should

someone

who

comes to

who is

his

life

a

He's dedicated

pursuing meaningful

service for mankind and would

make

an

excellent

subject

to

profile.
Morgan. Purdue '57
Manager. Community
Employment Services
Don

we

after

should focus

on

are

college.
the local

�

�

mind Is Thad Allen,

minister.

to

I believe

Fraternity

Dear Editor,
I love serving my country
even when it means serving In such
�

far away places as
Iraq. I would like

Germany
to

After being so involved as an
undergraduate brother, it breaks my
heart

Northwest Ohio

alumnus.

to not

involved

as an

in the mall from

want to

Editor's Note: Thank you for your
suggestion. As a result of your letter,
please see page 7 for our profile on

you

Thad Allen.

time for the

days

more

month that I receive

Alpha Sigma
phone to call
and find out how I can help.
My wife and I are counting the

a note

Phi, I

be

Every

until

grab

we move

a

home

-

just

In

Grand Chapter in
Charlotte. I would love to serve the
Fraternity in anyway you need me
that weekend. Thank you so much.

the local level and be tied

I have

challenged

Rho Alumni

to come

my fellow Beta
forward with

ideas for how

"Life

to better approach
Long Membership." And I feel

compelled

to

ask The Tomahawk

Finally, I would like to commend
headquarters staff for their
continued efforts in improving how
alumni can give back through
volunteerism. They have continuously
challenged me to think outside of the
box, and I hope it continues.
our

In Phi.

Patrick G. Dalessandro
Hank Coleman
Presbyterian '99

Aid) 3

to

devote space to an open forum that
will help change the way the Old Gal
approaches alumni involvement

Grand

Sincerely,

to

national initiatives.

and

thank you for
all of the kind words I receive from
the Fraternity each month.

Goodwill Industries of

start at

Chapter Advisor
Chapter
University of Toledo '92
Beta Rho
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Arnold

(far right)
Shapiro.

and his

Opening

of the
"New Gar*

fer^H
Mor* Treite/

Celebrates

Close

writing partner Shoe Schuster (far left), pose

with

producer

to

100 alumni brothers.

members, friends and repre
sentatives of Penn State celebrated

colony

Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony on
September lOth to memorialize
a

Brother

Reality

the formal opening of the "New
Gal" of Upsilon Chapter at Penn

MarkTreitel.Tufts University '88,

undiscovered

writing partner Shoe Schuster
were finalists on a realitycompetition series called Situation:

colleges,

and

Comedy

on

the Bravo network.

The show allows viewers
behind the

scenes

to

over

as neophyte writers earn
opportunity to produce and sell
but the eavesdropping
a sitcom
audience gives the final thumbs-up
by choosing the winning entry that

the

�

Bravo.

Treitel and Schuster's show Is

"Sperm Donor" about
girl finally meeting her

a

13-year-old

sperm

donor/father
The producers of Situation:
Comedy scoured the country
looking for the hottest

at

theater groups
classes. Each

writing

an

original

script. Producers received

10.000 scripts.

Brother Treitel and his

of national

on

even

writing talent

comedy

candidate submitted
sitcom

go

television

will be broadcast

and

in

writing

deep end of the creative pitching
pool. They then submitted their
ideas

to

NBC network executives

high-energy, high-stress world
of television production.
Situation: Comedy aired on Bravo
in July with the team of Treitel and
Schuster taking second place.
Congratulations, Mark!
a

\:-<i' 4

how

the celebrants and

explained

the renovations

the "Old Gal"

and the
came

partner were flown to Los Angeles,
where they were thrown into the

�

Skip Lange. Upsilon alumni
corporation president welcomed

State.

to

rejuvenation of the chapter

about. "It

between the

was a

colony

partnership

members.

Upsilon alumni, the university.
fraternity staff and Educational
Foundation, that made this all

possible. It was the classic threelegged stool of groups who
supported the undergraduates."
Stuart Spisak. former Grand Senior
President, welcomed Upsilon's
re-opening on behalf of
Alpha Sigma Phi and Penn State.
formal

4 Alpha Sigma
of

Re-Chartering
two

Lawrence

University (OH). Miami's
was
particularly exciting
just days after classes ended for the
year, they received the approval of
their chartering petition by the Grand
Council. Their Initiation Ceremony
and presentation of their Epsilon Pi
Colonization

years of hard work

at

-

Technological University.

twenty-one men entered the Mystic
Circle on November 12,2004 and

officially installed
Gamma Psi Chapter

were

as

the

Charter took
We also

Resurgence

of

Chapters

We witnessed the rebirth of
former

colony

on

Clemson

two

place

saw

October 8th.

the creation of

November 4, 2005

Unsuccessful Efforts

University ofToledo, Beta Rho and
we were selected by the
University

Wayne

Chapter

rise

to

again

have the Gamma

in the fall of

2006.

prepare for these efforts,

will look for alumni volunteers

help

support the

we

to

undergraduate

and

staff lead initiatives.

Colonizations

Since

approaching Alpha Sigma Phi
February, Toledo

for affiliation in

University quickly grew to more
twenty-five men to become
colony ofAlpha Sigma Phi.

than

Other interest groups
to

the end of the

spring

we

And this

semester

may have the

most

chartering ceremonies performed by
the Fraternity in one semester,
a

feat

every

to

make all Brothers from

chapter

and

coast

very

proud."

at

-

of Massachusetts

we

a

of success in Fraternity
expansion. We hope to have four
chartering petition approvals before
measure

University.

chapters Bloomsburg
University. Epsilon Epsilon and

As

Expansion

Miami

Gamma Psi
After

Phi

colonies

during

Efforts

to start an

interest group at

State

University and
Minnesota State University
Mankato proved to be unsuccessful.
We will evaluate their potential and
determine a best time for Alpha Sig
-

to

call the campuses home.

Unfortunately, because of low
membership and lack of recruitment,
the Mlllersville University colony was
closed during the fall. The colony at
York College closed because of risk
management violations and

a

to

consistently

highest

recruit

men

a

failure

of the

character and values.

prospering

2004-2005

University ofVirginia's College

were

at

Wise. The University of Akron and

Expansion Future
According to Expansion
Lasher. "This year expect

\V(h S

Director Will
a

large

Interest

Groups:
Bloomsburg University,

PA

Colonies:

Appalachian State University, NC
Clemson University, SC
College of Charleston, SC
Miami University, OH
(Chartered October 8th)
North Carolina State University
Northern Michigan University
Pennsylvania State University
Rutgers University, NJ
University of Akron, OH
University ofToledo, OH
University ofVirginia's College
at

Wise

I

AEO's Finest:

Bill Polacheck
From

a

young age. Bill

Polacheck, Cornell '05,

realized that most of his skills and interests
resided in math and the sciences.

since I

ver

E

was

freshman in

high
school," explains
a

"I had my eyes set
the Ivy League, and

Bill,
on

I worked hard
could

see

my

that I

so

goal

come

to fruition."

meeting because I got lost on campus.
Camp Advisor suggested, 'Why

The

don't you visit the

enough right?' So,
engineering

lucky enough

was

football recruit

to a

be

to

few

schools, allowing him

Ivy League

to visit

schools that would have been

out

of reach. His father recommended
Cornell
a

University

because It had

great engineering program.
After his

attended

junior year.

one-week

a

Bill

summer

program at Cornell that explored
the different majors in the College
of

a

Agriculture
"I thought

I

It

are

was

of Cornell's

right fraternity

was

But the labor laws also

forbid this. I
but

an

they

Important and difficult decision.

was not

"I believe that many of Cornell's
fraternities focus on the wrong

was,

details." Bill says.

mainly

"They

seem to

be

concerned with social life.

However, when I

was

introduced

to

Alpha Sigma Phi. I realized that this
fraternity was different. I felt like
the brothers had

a

Intern to

Penn State

was a

Intern.

choosing

both

at

rounded balance

approached Cornell,
not help since it

would

their program. So here I
to take advantage of an

unable

Incredible

opportunity. I turned

Educational Foundation that

Importantly, academics. In fact,
during pledging last semester. Alpha
Sigma Phi had the fourth highest
GPA on campus."
And this past summer. Alpha
Sigma Phi proved to be more than
just "another" fraternity The Old
Gal came through beyond the
scope of lota Chapter and the

might

a

spending
veterinary
chuckle.

quite the opposite.
great

still

that Bill discovered his major
"I signed up to meet with a

biology professor,

but missed the

Cornell campus.

AX<I> 6

to

Alpha Sigma Phi and asked if there
were any scholarships that would
cover my research. DrewThawley,
Alpha Sigma Phi's CEO, explained
there were scholarships available
through the Alpha Sigma Phi

I would be

people, some of
good friends."
during this weeklong stay

met some

whom

the

as an

of brotherhood, social life, and

week with farmers and

was

was aware

position

and Life Sciences.

students," Bill says with
"But it

biological

combination of all

renowned Greek life and

a

accepted

explains. "But
problem: the program
just expanded and did not have
funds to pay me. And Pennsylvania
labor laws require that interns be
paid. They tried to work around It
by having me serve as a volunteer
there

my interests: math, biology, computer
science, and applied physics."
Bill

Bill

was a

close

I followed his

advice. I discovered that

was

research

Medical School", Bill

biological

engineering professor? That's

"I
a

just

my Immediate need."
Bill entered the program and by
meet

the end of the

summer,

designing and carrying
original experiments.
"If it
and her

were not

was

own

for the Old Gal

generosity,

I would

not

participate,"

have been able

to

Bill says with

smile.

a

he

his

*

(Thad)

Thaddeus

Allen, Bethany
College '89, was

born and raised in the
small town of

Bethany,
Virginia. In 1 987, he
entered Bethany College.
West

"It

WQS a

last minute decision."

explains Thad.

"I

only

decided

to

enroll after my parents planned on
moving away I figured with my mom
and dad out of town, it would be safe

for

me to

As

go

to

college

Bethany."

at

young man. Thad was
fortunate to grow up in an area that
had

a

number

significant

a

alumni. These

ofAlpha Sig

men were

the school, the

involved in

community

and the

church. In fact,Thad's father William,
was an

advisor

the

to

chapter at Bethany
still in high school.
"Here

these

were

Alpha Sig

while Thad

men

was

in their

40s and 50s," Thad remembers, "and
there

was a quality about them that
really appreciated. They were very
competent and were good at what
they did. They were generous and
kind. These men were highly
respected in the community."
But it just wasn't alumni ofAlpha Sig

I

that drew Thad

to

the brotherhood;

also the caliber of young men
who were current members of the

Thad and the other members.

chapter

learned

it

vras

"I remember when I

student Even in
small town, it

a

was a new

small school. In

a

be

intimidating.
However, when I was pledging, the
brothers at Alpha Sig welcomed me
with open arms. The friendships that
were

can

established with those brothers

and my fellow
this day."

pledges

are

strong

to

At

Bethany, the chapter advisors
heavily In the lives of the
brothers. They encouraged all of the
invested

young men to view every experience.
both good and bad, as a learning

opportunity.

This had

a

big impact

on

"Some of the
If

biggest

were not

had

had

us

a

take

"What did

a

out

some

always

step back and look

we

wasn't done

we

in the classroom.

party or event and
trouble occurred, our advisors
we

accountant

lessons

at

learn here?" This

out

of

punishment, but

of the desire that

we

should

grow up to be
and wise. This

thoughtful. Intelligent
really stuck with me
and It's a principle I put into practice
as I work with young people today.
I hope that my life will impact others
the way these
brothers have

and my fellow
impacted me."
men

graduation, Thad went to
for American Express as a tax

After
work

AX<I) 7

and afi:er five years, he
ministry He

entered full time

received his Master of Divinity
degree from United Theological
Seminary and is now the Senior

Minister

Madison Avenue Christian

at

Church in
lives
two

Huntington, WV where he
with his wife Jennifer and their
daughters, Kaylle, age 7, and

Haddae, age 4.
"I have

house

a

picture of

our

fraternity

in my office," Thad says
smile. "There isn't a day that

hanging

with

a

goes

by

that I don't look

picture with great pride
memories."

at

that

and fond

J^

\X(|>8

e new

The Grand Council has

generation

men

young

arriving

o

campuses is very
different from the one that

college

embarked

on a

significant

came

effort to

equip Alpha Sigma

Phi with the vision necessary

of

paragraphs

highlight

strength.
that

some

follow,

we

will

important

This

typically

is

not

Greek-

oriented due to the negative stereotypes of
alcohol abuse and poor academics. There
on

campuses

extra-curricular and co-curricular

is

today

hazing,
also

for

activity Therefore,

effectively communicate that becoming a
member ofAlpha Sigma Phi will add value to
personal, academic and professional lives. To that end,
the Grand Council has developed a vision statement
that will guide the fraternity's efforts over the next
several years. It states that Alpha Sigma Phi will:
v^e

number of this generation's

In the

five-year plan.

increasing competition

�Team orien
�

Ethics matter

�

Open

�

More affluent

�

organization of choice for
discerning undergraduate men, through the provision
of an enriching brotherhood experience and a full
range of character and leadership development
"Be the co-curricular

that

are:

Relevant,

Replicable

and

�

that

comprise

Accept authority
responsibility
Aware of health issues

like
�

drugs, alcohol, STDs
spiritual rather
than religious
More

Sociologists

have also

rr*f^nT?i<n�^^iTMMi�T?Jo�i.

of this

generation, including:

�

Socialization

�

Acceptance
Being valued

�

�

Conflict resolution skills

�

Individual & group
Good role models

�

identity

�

Self-esteem and validation

�

Consistent and inclusive

Recognizable."
Let's take

minded & inclusive

�Take

must

opportunities

new

generation "The Millennials"
and they have identified a

a

elements of this

upcoming generation

Sociologists

attributes:

to meet the future from

position

before.

have named this

recognition
a

brief look at each of the elements

this mission statement.

AX<1> 9

�

Tools and mechanisms to

AIO's Vision:
The co-curricular

organization

of choice:
as

Defining the fraternity
co-curricular will emphasize a

desire

to

collaborate with the

universities and

colleges that host
Alpha Sigma Phi chapters. This
partnership will help prepare
students for success after college
and will help the fraternity appeal to
a
larger segment of students.

has

Therefore, the

It.

experienced

fraternity

gulf that

promote the valuesbased character and leadership

development opportunities
membership provides

that

opportunities that

cannot

-

I

to

Are

we

relevant

generation of students?
opportunities and programs

new

With this vision

statement as a

backdrop, the Council has also
developed a purpose statement to
guide them over the next five years:
To Better the Man, through the creation
and perpetuation of brotherhood found
upon the values of character Silence,
Charity, Purity, Honor, Patriotism.
If the purpose as a fraternity Is to
Better the Man, then Alpha Sigma Phi
-

a

recruitment process that

core

values

Sigma
on

ensures

with

Alpha Sigma Phi's
and purpose. Alpha

must

men

understand what constitutes

"better man." What Is

Phi's brotherhood will focus

recruiting young

who

possess the attributes and values
that will bring value to the fraternity.

founded

on

brotherhood Is the

element that differentiates

a

one

fraternity

from other campus groups. The
sharing of experiences that shape

an

man

powerful

he is

to

become, form

bonds that last

a

lifetime.

one?
as

Through

leadership development
opportunities: While brotherhood
is the defining benefit of membership.
it is difficult

to

understand until

the

a

we

founding principles

detailed In the ritual the founders

help

answer

guidelines

these

Brothers In

emerge

to

questions.

Alpha Sigma

Phi

are

pledged to be seekers of truth.
They should search for the truth

one

of the flaws of others.

Is

a

more

it wherever It Is found.

recognize
the

He will make sacrifices

..T

recognition

path to wisdom. To
Man. the fraternity should

Better

encourage all brothers to walk this
path. In addition, along that path they

will learn the attributes of silence,

silence;
A

strength
to

trust in

build

to

an

embrace

interior life.

silence will transcend the

\L<I> 10

and

no

humble,

helpful.

He is

persistent, hard working and
generous.

Consistently strives for purity of
mind, body and soul. He does not
shrink from adversity or lofty goals.
There is no self-pity, rationalizations
or
apologies. He Is Inquisitive,
teachable, honest and trustworthy
Lives

life of honor and

a

He lives up to his
to himself and

integrity.

promises, both
others. He Is

not

vain and is

to

willing

to

endure

to

the pressures of peers, superiors
the fashion of the day The Better

or

scorn

rather than conform

Man is moral and ethical.
Loves his country and remains
in it's

consistently engaged
affairs. He seeks

to

know his

country and pass that knowledge to
others. He devotes himself to the

principles of personal freedom and
responsibility. He is loyal and proud.
quality

opportunities

to

affect the

of character of each member

follows

a

natural

progression. Upon

the foundation of

our

Vision and

Alpha Sigma
Phi will erect eight building blocks.
By maximizing the effectiveness at
each of these eight levels, the
fraternity will provide members with

Purpose

an

Statements,

environment and the tools to

explore
Has the

seeking

He is

in return.

friendly

reverent,

The
and

charity, purity, honor and patriotism.
Therefore, a better man Is one that

Full range of character and

J

charity; he

better man?

sets him apart and how will
know when we've helped to make

This is the

Individual's character and reveal the
kind of

a

What

have laid out.

Through the provision of an
enriching brotherhood
experience: A fraternal experience

life of

of the

sense

for others,

questions will become the standard
by which success Is measured.

alignment

1

'

-

replicable across chapters? Are they
recognizable as ours, setting apart
our
fraternity from other
organizations? The answers to these

to

broadest

word. He strives for

keep asking

key questions:

this

to

The Council is committed

'

I

patient, kind and forgiving

Relevant, Replicable and
Recognizable: Alpha Sigma

Are the

discerning undergraduate

feel the

men

and is charitable in the

r

';

be

through most
university offerings.

these

men:

is created when

compete in action and
rhetoric. The better man is selfto

reliant, organized, poised
-

attained

Phi will need

For

need

must

their inner-selves. Students

will also learn how best
with others

personally

to

and

achieve

to

integrate

success,

organizationally

both

The

eight building

blocks

the

are as

follows:

The values derived from Alpha
Sigma Phi's ritual should form the
basis for all that the
as an

and

is

fraternity

-

brothers

organization, as

citizens. These values

as

must

beginning

of

a

lifelong

commitment to the brotherhood,
the ceremony and the oaths it

be

always

a

heavily
lead

executed and

and ethical traps of modern

properly
fully understood by
all members. The fraternity must
strive to provide a positive and
rewarding pledge experience, one
that Is consistent across chapters.

society.
When

key

differentiator

from non-Greek student

Phi

a

university staff and alumni and the
commitment

over

The

of all three of these

chapter realize
performance
longer periods of time.

entities will
more

chapters.

help

a

consistent

Their commitment will also
improve the quality of operations
and will enrich the brotherhood

experience.

must

so

promote this important element
of fraternity life. The
development of life-long

This is the lifeblood of the

recruiting practices,

between

core

values

and actions are paramount Since
national trends indicate the pool
of traditional

Alpha Sigma

joiners
Phi

is

must

shrinking.
develop,

market and live up to a message
that creatively communicates
the benefits of
brotherhood.

relationships
determined

is

by

end of

pledgeship

and

for

practice skills that

students

to

will

them become effective

help

life

to

post-academic

life

be

can

daunting for
Alpha Sigma Phi

difficult and

largely
both the

quality

students.

and quantity of life events that
forge the relationship. Each
fraternity chapter must be the

has

a

life and

duty to prepare members to
effectively make this transition
by offering them instruction on
the power and appropriateness

which

of values-based behavior and

leadership laboratory in
positive life experiences

affect the lives of its members.

decision

Exposing members to
opportunities to define

meaningful

making. These learning
opportunities must be
presented in a relevant and
way.

and

essential element of the

The Grand Council has
an

aggressive

for the future.

safe environment where young
men can develop their character

future

and learn the power of living
values-based personal and
professional lives.

-

to

forged

vision and purpose

goal
To Better the Man. Each chapter
of this fraternity will provide a

They

are

committed

seeing the cycle of brotherhood

continue for another 1 60 years
generations of brothers,

empowered by Alpha Sigma Phi,
commits to the

generation

that

follows... to "Better the Man."

Causa Latet
Vis Est

Notissima
The cause is
hidden, the
results well
-

known.

Since the Initiation
ceremony marks the

to

The transition from academic

refine their character is another

fraternity. Alignment

ability

leaders.

Alpha Sigma
continue to effectively

organizations,

History has shown that there is
strong correlation between
quality involvement by parents,

quality

has mastered his

a man

make value-based
decisions, others will follow.
Therefore, each chapter will
own

provide opportunities
This Is the

I paren
and alumn

of individual

on a

contains must be

visible and

central component of all that
they say and do.

university

today's society relies
person's ability to
themselves though the moral

Success in

as

Boint

of View

^'%m^

Phi's

Alpha SigniH

National Alcohol Abuse
Prevention
July of 2004
May of 200S,

From
to

374 members of
Phi

Alpha Sigma
fraternity participated
in the nationally
recognized and widely

Program

Alpha Sigma

Phi participants

enrolled in AlcoholEdu's

Level Prevention program. Results
tracked through a series of

were

surveys that

were

completed by

successful on-line
alcohol

They

program AlcoholEdu
for College.

answers

very encouraging.
In the first survey, fraternity
were

members

through

a

grant by the

opinions

asked to respond to
reflecting commonly held

were

statements

Funded

about the

personal

Educational Foundation, the

social effects of alcohol. The

program Is part of a comprehensive
and proactive approach that Alpha

program seeks

Sigma

Phi Is

taking

to ensure

that

members have the necessary tools
to make safe and healthy decisions

regarding

alcohol

consumption.

the

participants. Effectiveness was
gauged by comparing the students'
before the program and
after completion of the program.

prevention

decreased

Population-

to

undermine those

positive expectations and
them

as

that the

expose

myths. The survey found
participants' positive

statements

alcohol

and

on

members

significantly after the
completed the program.

Another component of the
engaged students In a

program

step-by-step progression through
decision-making stages. These
no
were: I Pre-contemplation
awareness of the need to change;
consideration
2. Contemplation
given to change; 3. Preparation
experiment with and plan for
change; 4. Action observable
change occurs and 5. Maintenance
five

-

.

-

-

-

new

behaviors

are

sustained.

Fraternity members were
encouraged to move through the
five stages and adopt healthier and
safer behaviors. In

a

follow-up

about the effect of

survey, members expressed a
readiness to change alcohol-related

these various

behaviors.

Al<|) 12

perceptions

-

In another survey, alcohol

consumption data was collected
for each day of the week for two
weeks prior to completing the
survey in both the pre- and

follow-up

surveys. Fraternity
members had a higher rate of

abstention and much lower

rates

heavy episodic and problematic
drinking after they had completed
of

the program.
In another survey, fraternity
members exhibited an Increase in
healthier and safer behavior
alcohol

regarding

consumption

If I

were
drinking alcohol I would.
Feel less self-conscious about

.

.

Pre-

Post-

Survey

%

Survey

Change

35%

27%

-23%

61%

50%
43%

-18%

49%

59%
37%

53%
34%

-10%
-8%

25%

23%

-8%

64%

60%

-6%

Feel less uncomfortable in

54%

52%

-4%

social situations
Have a better social life than if

33%

33%

-0%

my body or my weight
Find it easier to express my
Feel less bored

feelings

Feel less stressed
Feel more connected with or
close to the people around
Feel more attractive
Be able to limit my drinking
when I needed

as

I

were not

-12%

me

to

drinking

noted in their responses.
Also telling: 96% of the
students
and the
who

passed the final exam
proportion of members
more

they completed

program.
Of course,

the

work doesn't

our

end here. While risk factors and

negative consequences have
shown

decline

a

as a

to

20%

22%

-H0%

8%

8%

6%

11%

-i-83%

Pre-

Follow-up

use

healthier and safer way
In the past month, I have been trying to
drink alcohol in a healthier and safer way
in

a

wisely.

Drinkers
Problematic Drinkers

to

responsible
would be

this

strong foundation to
Now the task is to build

An effective and

program

proactive

encourage

alcohol

just

consumption

one more

the brotherhood will
Better the Man.

tion Comoarison

liM'liil 'llt'liK^'liU 'I 'III I'lll�tl

In the past two weeks, if you were drinking, did you.
Think about your BAC?
Worry about the consequences of drinking too much?
Choose a drink containing less alcohol so that It
.

by participating in
program Alpha Sigma Phi has
a

about

18%
62%

23%

27%

25%

Prc-

Follow-up

55%

to

Indeed,

on.

alcohol

currently thinking

that reinforce

strong commitment
responsible alcohol use.

our

build

the

Heavy Episodic

educational programs with
current chapter activities and

created

change

Abstainers

coordinate

implement policies

Change

drinking

am

to

result of the

look for

opportunities

%

alcohol in healthier and safer ways
I am ready to try drinking alcohol

I

they are still fairly
common. Alpha Sigma Phi will
to

Survey

-13%

need

program,
continue

Post-

58%

way I

than doubled

Survey
67%

see no

enthusiastic about

were

AlcoholEdu
after

PreI

way that

help

would affect you more slowly and gradually?
Pace your drinks to one or fewer per hour?
Alternate non-alcoholic beverages with
drinks containing alcohol?
Drink less than you might otherwise because
of medication you were taking?

.

33%

47%

48%

52%
37%

32%
21%
21%

28%

14%

22%

36%

to

;

Post-

Q

Found AlcoholEdu to be interesting
Would recommend AlcoholEdu to other
Found AlcoholEdu helpful
Paid attention to the course

Survey
68%

people

.,

74%
75%
88%

Bad

the

Structurally,

is made of

apple

a

tasty fruit,
peel. The
core of an apple is the
center from which good
or bad things emanate.
core,
and

a

In human
core

terms, the

contains those

values from which
we

are

guided by

values. If you do
that those around you

not
are

our

believe
talented

that you are most talented, that
might be the reason that your staff

or

bring 1 00% effort
help solve a difficult

not seem to

problem.

to

most

the

is rotten

apple

an

insight
leading groups. Leadership is
about being with others to
accomplish something. Leaders
desire to bring positive change to
to

core

gives

us some

into

division

their entire

organization,

department

and themselves. Leaders

affect the

core

when asked

The old line that

should realize that bad

act.

Our behaviors

does

apples spoil

the barrel

rest

of the

apples

or

coach
and

apple

Bonnie takes

an

favorite teacher

apple
as a

for her efforts in

to

her

"thank

giving

you" gift

her the

one new

role

and

mentor

need to grow
what bener bond between

leaders and followers than

learning

on

reaction

learn

to

organization

evokes the

same

Bonnie had for her

as

teacher

Slice of

apple pie

pie" pertains

for the teacher

-

people. People

from each other An

a

An

so

The line "it's

in the

possession

to learn and grow. So,
for leaders Is to teach,

based

do

organization.

Just as a few bad apples seem to
bring rot to the barrel, so can a few
misguided individuals bring down
important initiatives
organization.

precious

personal grovrth through knowledge.
Today, leaders play the same role. In
our complex world, everyone needs

as

American

to

nation that is built

leaders from

as

leadership.
on

founding

apple
We

fathers

present Our country spends
time, effort and resources on

studying, training

and

are

heroic
to

the

more

encouraging

lad
by

Dr William B. Locander and Dr David L Leuciiauer

apples have
to do with leacJership? In one
sense, they don't. They're just

You

might

ask what

another fruit in the grocery

produce

section.

But from

perspective, these red
can give us some insights

another
fruits

into ourselves and

.AXO) 14

being leaders.

leadership in society than any
the globe. Let's hope that

on

remember that the recipes of
Jefferson and Adams called for
nation built

which

on

other
we

all

the

Taking

About the Authors:

shine

Dr William 8, Locander is

off the

the

apple
People with

a

values and ideas

founding

chair and

of the Davis
Leadership Center

director

published in the form of
our "Declaration of
Independence,"
Their recipe for the newly formed

formal

He received his

leadership

Ph.D.

country was based
each individual and

sometimes

were

whole.

Today,

on a concern
a

nation

for

as a

leaders In

government, education and industry
have the challenge of leading in the
same

fashion.

from the
University of Illinois

positions
blinded
their

and has had

are

by

own

several articles
shine

published in various
journals. Bill was
president of the National
American Marketing Association

If it gets to the
level of hubris, a

leader

can

Leaders

be

dysfunctional.
walk the fine line

must

and served

between "I and we" very carefully
Followers quickly withdraw
are

blinded

by

their

"we"

one

and

at

act

an

"I"

to most

or

accordingly.

of

us,

is

but there is

a

leadership lesson here. Johnny
traveled planting the seeds for apple
grow and bear fruit. The
and fruit were for future

trees to
trees

generations. Johnny took pleasure
In the dream of

leaving

those who would

Leaders also should take

leaving

a

foreman

legacy
or

legacy

a

come

to

after him.

pride

Whether

a

in

shift

CEO. things should be

better because of their presence.
Fruit salad

anyone!
apples are an important part
of a good fruit salad, the other fruits
are equally important. Here the
leadership lesson is that there is

While

power in a diverse mixture.
Leaders realize the value of group
members with different perspectives

because

they

product

in the end.

create a

better

Applesauce
So. reflecting on something as
simple as an apple can bring
important leadership lessons to us.
However, remember that leadership
does involve risks and that

some

wind up applesauce.
However, real leaders reach for the

apples
pie,
are

wind up on teachers' desks and
part of a good fruit salad. Bon

appetit!

AIcD IS

examiner

for the

National

Quality

He has

spoken and
of leadership,
organizational change, marketing, total
quality, strategic planning and customer
satisfaction with such companies as
Inchcape Shipping Services, General
consulted

know

to

hand is

Johnny Appleseed
The story of Johnny Appleseed
familiar

Sterling Award.

own

reflection. Leaders need
when the issue

as an

baldrlge

Award and the Florida Governor's

effort from leaders

discretionary
who

Malcolm

in areas

Eleartc, IBM, Chevron, 3N, Procter &
Gamble, Sea Land, American Brands,
the City of Richmond, California, USF
Health Sciences Center and the

Hillsborough County (FL)

Health

DepL

Dr. David L Luechauer is the
associate direaor

of the Davis
Leadership Center He Is an award
winning professor, author, consultant
and personal coach. Dave received his
MA from Miami University and his
Ph.D. from the University of Cincinnati.
He has written

numerous

articles

on

leadership pedagogy, servantleadership, appreciative inquiry and
personal self-development Dave is
also associated with the Helsinki
School

of Economics

Finland.

in

Helsinki,

Those
Golden
In the

children's

"Jack and the
we

I

read abi

golden

egg!

offering of;

supply q"

Sigma

Alpha

Phi

Educational
Foundation has

several of these

eggs

.

.

and

.

we

special
like to

"crow" about them.
We call

Do you

help provide
undergraduates?
Do you want to establish funding to
send an undergraduate to a
leadership institute every year?
Or maybe you simply want to make
sure the Loyalty Fund receives an

golden eggs
Every
year they produce cash
to help us meet our

gift

financial needs.

give

our

can

with

establish

an

difficulty
golden eggs, you

endowment fund

Alpha Sigma

Phi Educational

Foundation, And It

can

be done

quite easily
First, determine the purpose
of your endowment. That is, what
do you

want it to

accomplish?

for

better

at a

fund the endowment with

IRS charitable

organization, we

to

with

create an

provide

level similar

to

an

annual

what

they

trust

insurance. You

can

combine

and deferred

least $1,000 every year in their

endowment,

contact

Alpha Sigma

Phi Educational

at

name

in

For

also be created

can

gifts through a will or
Another possibility Is life

estate

example, a person
who gives $ 1 ,000 annually to the
Old Gal can place $20,000 Into an
endowment fund that will provide
now.

perpetuity.

In addition

to

amount to use

in

deciding the
launching your

endowment, you should consider
the type of asset you will give.
While you can use cash. It may be

\1<I> 16

can

appreciated assets without
having to pay capital gains tax.
sell

Endowments

Some donors
endowment

to

appreciated securities or real estate.
Because Alpha Sigma Phi Educational
Foundation is a qualified SOI (c)(3)

annual boost.

"endowments."

While you may have
creating a hen to lay

want to

scholarships

endowment
later with

To

current

giving by creating your
now

and

adding more
gift.
a "golden egg"

an estate

help

Foundation

create

Ted Kocher.

president

He will answer

your questions and help you design
an endowment for maximum benefit
You can reach Ted at (3 1 7) 843- 1911
or

ted@alphaslgmaphi.org,

*
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Bill Christ
Mr. William "Bill"

& Elkins

Christ, Davis

'59,

has heen elected Chairman of the

Alpha Sigma

ill's

B

United States Air Force with

experience,

business

acumen

and commitment

to

Alpha Sigma

be

a

Phi will

tremendous asset

to the Educational

Foundation and he is

looking
tenure

forward to his

"I consider it

privilege

Chairman.

as

an

honor and

to serve

the

duty in Vietnam. In 1969 he
joined Hershey Foods as a Systems
Analyst and during his 32-year
career with Hershey he held
positions as Budget Director,
Manager of Corporate Financial
Analysis and Budgets, and Director
of Corporate Development. Bill
was later promoted to the

In

Officer and

Corporate Treasurer
elected Executive

this capacity. The previous Chair,
Stan Thurston, provided excellent

and in 2000

leadership and I would like to build
on his legacy As the Fraternity

Officer In 2001, he

moves

forward with the

Strategic Plan,
a

lot that

we can

Foundation

new

I believe that there is

to

do here

the

at

support that

plan."

A native of Johnstown,

Pennsylvania,

Bill received his

was

Vice President and Chief
was

Operating
named

Executive Vice-President and Chief

Operations Officer where he was
responsible for the company's global
supply chain as well as for its
business outside the United States.
"In the corporate world, we
more and more boards coming

of the

Bachelor of Science in Business from

under

the

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
University, and his MBA from
Pennsylvania State University.
After college he was employed
as a Systems Analyst for the
Department of the U. S. Navy and

scandals that have filled the

State

headlines. And

he also served

as a

captain

in the

scrutiny

in

light

as a

see

recent

more

boards

Board

are

participation."
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was

the Sara

Elizabethtown

at

and

was

also

Lodge

Professor in Business

Distinguished

an

College

in 2002

Instructor at the

Penn State School of Business MBA
program in 2003 and 2004.
"I know the impact that

Alpha

Sigma Phi
(late 50s)

known

as

had

on me.

fraternities

much for their

At the time,
were

leadership

in the

of academics, sports and
music as well as their social

areas

construct.

that but
to

I think

now

I

we

see a

got away from
shift, a return

that mindset. We have the

unique opportunity to raise up
leaders for a new generation.
I would like to expand our
endowment

to

support the

fraternity's

insure

our

the

ability

to

education

programs. We have 45,000 living
alumni, and too few are active in

giving and fundraising. I
to

challenge

them

to

would like

invest in the

future."

result, not-for-

coming under
Increased scrutiny as well. I want to
continue to strengthen our Board,
strive for diversity and encourage

profit

Bill

a tour

of

corporate level position of Senior
Vice President and Chief Financial

a

Fraternity

Phi Educational Foundation.

Bill and his wife Carol reside
a

farm in Lebanon.

Pennsylvania.

They have two children. Karin
(MBA Penn State) and Geoffrey
(BA Hampton-Sydney College).

on

r
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Value

Villain?

or

Council, CEO and the
headquarters staff are very excited to
embarking on the implementation of a new
strategic vision and plan for our Fraternity.

Your Grand

For the last 1 0 months

we

studying the sociology of
generation of college-age
environment in which
have done some

regarding

our

we

the newest

men, the cultural
will operate, and

significant

purpose

AIO I

have been

soul

as an

searching
organization.

piliB^ n^gjgQ
Our research indicates

resulted in

Phi

purpose

Alpha Sigma
Fraternity stands at a crossroads
created by a confluence of sociology
and changing social norms. Down
one path lies an accelerating spiral

a

loss of focus

as an

stand for and

we

why

allowed silence

become

to

behind which

the

Down the other
the

path

will be found. The
choice

seems

simple,

the

between

and

Yet for

some

how

time now,

have

we

to steer our

as an

with

struggled

world. Impacting

fulfill

our

down the

viable In

purpose... to better the

We have

One of the major
to

adherence

impediments

must

hide

our

belief that

to a

beliefs behind

result,

wall

lost touch

of silence. As

a

with the

values that define

as a

core

brotherhood and

to our

These

organizational
core

discussed

routinely
during initiation
are

us

give purpose
existence.

values have been

shrouded in secrecy

obscure

we

they

once a

not

of

our

decisions
been

at

chapter

are

So

They

have

the

and

based.

core

reflect upon your

founders

we

,.J*

be

purpose,

college age men
seeking to learn

will have the

Phi. This will
an

personal
They have not

of every character

leadership development
program, recruitment symposium.
award or recognition program or
chapter evaluation conducted by the
national staff. This reality has

build

an

to

truly

listen

to

committing ourselves
"~

when

men

in action

gulf

path

we

to

compete

rhetoric. Silence is

about secrets, it is about

not

strength

of

Two roods

diverged

1 took the

one

in

a

And that has made all the

by.
difference.

Your Grand Council has taken
the first bold steps In this critical
shift from villain

adopting
our

a

to

value

by

strategic plan that places

five values

at

of

wood, and 1-

less traveled

character

and

will

that is created

feel the need

or

this

Robert Frost,

others. Trust in silence will

transcend the

be

to

position our
brotherhood for growth and
continued strength. In the words

to

interior life founded upon

honest desire

not

easy road

follow, but by
to

an

and

leadership laboratory
ofAlpha, Sigma, and

^

to

silence and the will

broader

to a

grow in the life and

^B
^^L
^^^^^^
^^^^H ^^^
^^(B PPr

for

A better

man.

^^

"

/
J
H

should

as an excuse

our

will again become

cross-section of

actions not congruent

with

life's

relevant

to

to

own

alignment with our values.
By executing this strategic plan.

j

to a

longer

allow silence

held up

only

become the foundation upon

which

we

lives

these

to

page 1 1

year

their definitions that

life.

value. No

man

ceremonies.

day-to-day

our

the villain in

turn

better the

very few brothers can even list
them, much less define them in
terms

our

(see

examine the role of

so

are

our

hold ourselves and

). This issue of
The Tomahawk begins that process by
examining silence, charity, purity.
honor and patriotism in today's
world and today's brotherhood.
1 hope it will make you pause and

possibility

today's world.
only to re-

silence In

is
we

a

this

to

brothers accountable

values

Yet the value of silence remains

man.

meeting this noble purpose

our

never

begins to define our values
language and perspectives relevant
to today's world. It demands us to
celebrate publicly the values we
espouse, and

purpose. Silence has

imagined

path to a larger, more
economically viable organization
that unequivocally meets its

at

in

our

ability to open new
chapters, recruit new
and ultimately our ability

become the villain...

brotherhood

words

our

deeds. This

our

values

levels. It

hide

disconnect

driving our
Fraternity toward
irrelevance in today's

members
to

we

our core

the national, local, and individual

shield

a

schism Is

alternatives clear

organization,

growing

priorities with all

have

we

dwindling
membership,

t^^B^^,.
^^^^H||[[^^
^^^^^
^^^^^^^H ^^
^^^^^^^^
^^L
^^B^^___.

plan lays out a
roadmap for reunifying our
fraternity's actions, programs and

exist.

we

Over the decades,

into irrelevance.

and

say and do. The

on our

organization... what

the

core

Ai.<|) 19

of all

we

Mar}: D. Still,

Washington

Grand Senior President

'75

4� BROADWAY

NEW VORK

March

Dear Brother
The

war

N. Y

,

1945

23,

i

came

to

Louis last week.

St.

ksi

I

To you and me on this side of either ocean it isn't often that
itself out of endless headlines and comes right home to us in all its stark
reality of horror, destruction and futility. But there in the Dnion Station in
St. Louis last week 1 caught one of those rare panoramic views of this interlude
called War.

An ambulance litter rolled out to the train-shed to meet

incoming

an

train.

Soon it returned to the station.
Yes, he was wounded. He was a veteran of
But at that moment, he
flanked by his Ouard of Honor, his Uother and Dad.

battle,
was

-

Just

a

boy,

All the

hope of

our

back

home, smiling

all the purposes for which he had been fighting, all of the
in the tired but smiling face of that boy
come

suffering,
world

were

smd very tired.

little,

a

expressed

-

Instead of those service ribbons there could have been a fraternity
home to stay.
pin. He was that kind of a boy. You or I might have sat in chapter meeting with
him.
^^^

December, Alpha Sigma Phi has stood for
boys like him. Fortunately," most of his
Some in our chapters and
to live those principles again.
g at this milestone, look cOiead the next hundred years of

ve

next

come

ars,

to thousands of

influence the 01'

consider the

igs

to

'^live again
hapters

help

"

tw

\

shed

on

the oount-

and

Our
grow to the fullness of her destiny.
coming of Victory and Peace. To make

await the

is needed.

year than
you

Gal will

come.

have,

ever

Our

1945 dues

before.

Uany

campaign

have

is

more

pirchecks

sent their dues

thanks much.

your $5.00 to Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, 42 Broadway,
^�� **��* ^" necessary.
May we count on your help?

Fraternally yours,

4j

�

/y Lloyd S. Cochran, Chairman
// 1945 Alumni Dues Campaign.
Alphi-9tgnia

Phi, founded

at

'Yale in 1845.

CcntennitI, Decemba 6,
,\1<I>20

1945.

Patrioti'

What Does

Patriotism
Mean to

You?
by

A Proud

Flag-Beanng Alpiia Sig

trendy to be
patriotic these days
and I fear that people
are losing the true
meaning of patriotism in

It's

the wake of Red Cross
donations and

actively

educate their peers, or just
be active. It is incumbent upon Alpha
Sigs to be active and engaged

loyal and proud."
Today's world needs more good
Alpha Sigs. There are so many

patriots.

natural disasters,

In my opinion, the Grand Council
has hit the nail on the head in their

many peace keeping missions, so
many domestic Issues and so many
ways of learning about all of it that

definition of

patriotism:

"He loves

his country, remaining consistently
engaged In Its affairs. He seeks to

car

patriotic

patriotism

Does

It mean

mean

blind faith in

mean to

camouflage?
a

leader?

file

you?

to serve,

65,000 of

us

raised

a

Sigma Phi,

hand and

swore

uphold patriotism as a core value
Fraternity. I argue that this
pledge was far more than just college

to

of the

bunk

or some

of

Rank &

voters.

and

Registered

Educators, Learners.

Emergency

"reliefers". Father Son, Brother.
As

fraternity

we must

of

men

and

patriots,

continue to instill the value

into each any every
brother As you can see by the
pictures on these pages. Alpha

patriotism

new

September, the Alpha Sigs at the
University of Hartford planned and
executed a large food and fund drive
for the benefit of those impaaed by
In

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.

Sigma Phi boasts hundreds of alumni
undergraduates that many

and

would consider

patriotic,

and

as we

deeper and deeper into the
Century, and as both natural

move

21st

disasters and human conflicts

esoteric mumbo-

jumbo; Alpha Sigs are men who are
knowledgeable about the issues
facing the country They actively
form an opinion, but not to the
radical end. They choose to actively
serve, or actively run for office, or

principles

Generals. Elected

Senators. Volunteers,

mean personal support for a
country's involvement in a war or
conflict? Does it mean being
informed and having an opinion?
How about voting? Does patriotism
mean flying the American Flag reliably

and in proper form?
As brothers In Alpha

infantry.

active

it

the

in countless ways.

officials. Activists.

Does it
Does

have served, and

Alpha Sigs

continue

patriotism
What does

many conflicts,

need strong men who are
in the best sense of the

we

word.

magnets.

so

so

know his country and to pass that
knowledge on to others. He Is

devoted

to

principles of personal
responsibility that have

the

freedom and

country the land of justice,
freedom, and opportunity He is
made

our

AL<1>2I

continue to mount,

Phi's role
more

Alpha Sigma

patriots
important.
as

will be

ever

Today's world needs more good
Alpha Sigs and lucky for you, you

Hhe

Front Line

Epsiion Pi
Miami University
On October

8, 2005, forty-two young

in

Oxford, Ohio

of

Alpha Sigma

were

Phi

men

initiated into the

of Ohio

at Miami

University

Mystic Circle

Fraternity.

the following
evening, Grand
Secretary
Jonathan Burns,
Member-at-Large '84,
presented the Epsilon Pi

On

Charter to this group of

newly
While

enlisted

men.

anticipating this

event, it was

hard

to

momentous

believe that

only

two-and-a-half years ago, nine

undergraduates,
one

who had

never met

another before, established

an

interest group at Miami.

Jim Vanek, Michigan '98,
with the national office,

who

was

came to

Miami and obtained lists of

people
University
but decided not to join a fraternity
or didn't get a bid from the fraternity
they were hoping to join. Jim sent

who had rushed

e-mails

to

published

at

the

everyone on that list and
article in the student

an

newspaper inviting men to attend an
informational meeting about Alpha

Sigma Phi. Jim came to Miami for a
presentation that was attended by a
handful of
Heath
"It

men; one

of them

was

Stephens.
was a

little awkward for

first." says Heath who

At

held at Ralph F Burns Fraternity Headquarters, the
keep Alpha Sigma Phi at the forefront of their minds.

a recent retreat

Colony

vowed

become

to

of the

founding
fraternity. "None of
started a fraternity and

one

members of the

had

us

we

ever

had

no

idea how

us at

go about

would like

the

history

to

of Miami

build, and he shared

and vision

ofAlpha Sigma

Phi. Each and every one of us
decided to embark on this adventure.

confident that

could

Jim didn't jump into
everything right away; it was very

We

informal and conversational. He

men then began to
regular basis and they
wresded with questions like

creating

one,

talked about what It

went on to

to

we

men

of

a

meant to

fraternity, what type

\i.<|) 22

of

be part

fraternity

were

build

a

great chapter

at

we

Miami."

The young

meet on a

-

Above; On Oaober 9, 2005, more than
40 new brothers posed to show off their
Most

new wares.

How do

we

recruit others?

Epsilon

How do

Brother Bill

educate

people? How do we run
a meeting? Many times, they felt that
they were "winging it" But that time
of questioning and struggle turned out
to be a blessing in disguise because it
we

built

a true sense

would

pictured

on

Kellerman
Xi Award

Kellerman, Missouri '8 1,
the far left Brother

is

awarded the Delta Beta

was

the

during

chartering banquet

Left Patrick Gaul, Otterbein '05 and
Brady Green, Otterbein '03 assisted in
the initiation of the Epsilon Pi Chapter

of brotherhood that

soon attract

significant was the
Chapter's GCA,

PI Charter The

others.

Even

though the group is fairly
new, they are already having a
positive impact on their campus by
creating the Miami University
Fraternities Against Sexual Assault

adults, both alumni and university staff
members. Dick Nault, Ohio Wesleyan

Walther drove

to

make

and detailed

'6 1 the Vice President of Student

presentation

,

Affairs

at

MU,

is

an

Alpha Sigma

Phi

initiative. The program educates
students about the potential

alumnus and has been very
of the effort to charter

problems that exist on a college
campus regarding sexual assault and
what students can do to help create
a culture of safety. They have already

support from Grand Councilor and
Secretary, Jonathan Burns, Member-

hosted

two events

attended
"It

by

just

group of

that have been

250 -300

goes

to

men can

people.

show how
influence

a

small

a

college

campus in a very positive way. It
one of our proudest moments,"
Heath

was

proudly
they have learned a lot
in giving birth to the chapter, they
certainly haven't been alone. They
states

And while

have

a

committed and emotional

volunteer, Bill Kellerman, Missouri '81,
who

serves as

their advisor, and

have had influence from

a

they

The

men

have also

supportive

garnered

at-Large '84. Early on in the process,
Jonathan visited the University after
the men sponsored a recruiting
event
a

and held

dozen

a

"fireside chat" with

undergraduates,
Jonathan came out,"

or so

"When

Heath remembers, "it

tremendous boost for

felt

really supported by headquarters."
They are the first, and possibly
the only chapter to travel to
headquarters to personally present
their

petition

Stephens

charter Heath

to

and Vice President Mike

number of

\

\

cll

')']

lengthy

They

are

to

Carmel, Indiana

to

the Grand Council.

chartered

on

the

campus of the Miami Triad, which is
comprised of three fraternities that
were

founded

at

Miami

University:

Beta Theta Pi, Phi Delta Theta and

Sigma

Chi. Other national Greek

organizations founded
addition

to

sorority

and Phi

the Triad

at

are

Miami in
Delta Zeta

Kappa Tau fraternity.

Because of the number of Greek

organizations founded there, Miami

University

has

come to

be known

as

the "Mother of Fraternities."

was a

us, we

a

Heath says

proudly "I

believe that

group and the
bonds of brotherhood that were

starting

as a new

created in the process, have helped
to make us one of the
strongest

chapters

on

campus."

Circle

^v^uHW^s

The Few
The Chosen
2005 Award

Recipients

Scholarship

Winners

and

THE 2005 GARY A. ANDERSON AWARD
This award is given annually to the Chapter best

exemplifies
through its
winner Is

the Mission Statement of the

New Member Education

Fraternity

Program.

This

year's

-

DelaTau

Murray

State

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Distinguished Service Award

University

The Evin C. Varner

THE FRANK F. HARGEAR AWARD

This is the

highest
It is

can earn.

honor that

given annually

an

to

Undergraduate

Brother

exemplifies the Mission Statement of the Fraternity in
daily actions. We congratulate the recipients for 2005

his

Oiristopher J. Musbach

3/6/02

Ohio Wesleyan

Epsilon

University

impeccable
community

given

to an

undergraduate

brother with

varied

are as

as our

achievements.

Marli A Williams

Delta

Epsilon

Rio Grande

The committee chose a winner and runner-up for this
award. The Scholar of the Year for 2005 Is

DISTINGUISHED MERIT AWARD
Distinguished Service Award is
presented to a previous Delta Beta Xi recipient for

sustained

superior

above and

beyond

for the award

alumni service to the
Delta Beta Xi. While

are as

varied

as our

-

And the
Nichoias

j.

runner

lota

Cornell

University

4/12/03

Bowling

Green State

1/24/04

Gamma Zeta

University

CHAPTER SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Each chapter was given the opportunity to choose, from
amongst its undergraduate brothers, its finest scholar
Those
Grant J,

recognized

Bailey

Charles R. Benore

James

R. Burch

Nicholas

j, Colacicco
Bradley J, Davis
Wesley A, Goodman

as

chapter

scholars for 2005

are

-

(13th

term

Upsilon
Congressman from Virginia)

Named in honor of Howard Kleinoeder. Washington, '35,
to the Educational
Foundation. It is presented to the following brothers

University

4/12/03

Ohio State University
Murray State University
University at Buffalo S,U,N,Y,

3/14/03

Central

8/21/04
3/31/03

Theodore D. Carmichael

3/10/03

Randall T

10/24/03

Charles A.

Epsiion

Delta Rho

Aaron B, Green

Epsilon
Epsilon Theta

Adam K, Howard

Phi

Ronald G, Meise

lota

Michigan University
Ohio Wesleyan University
Otterbein College
Iowa State University
Cornell University

4/2/04

4/12/03

2/6/W

who donated 6.4 million dollars

Grand Valley State

Gamma

Pennsylvania State Unhrersrty

HOWARD L. KLEINOEDER

Delta Phi

4/9/04

brotherhood, general

GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP

Zeta
Delta Tau

Fraternity even
potential criteria

criteria include years of service, type of service, and
significant achievements.
FranlcR.Wolf

up is-

Gill

3/22/7?.

University

The Evin C. Varner
an

academic record, noted service to the
and Fraternity, and positions of distinction.

Ronald G. Heise

brotherhood, general

criteria include years of service, type of service, and

significant

-

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
This award is

to a

for the award

the Brother that best

is

previous Delta Beta Xi recipient for
sustained superior alumni service to the Fraternity even
above and beyond Delta Beta Xi. While potential criteria

presented

who

are

pursuing graduate level degrees

Institutions

Ryan

C,

Bixby

Gregory

Bryan

,\i.<l> 24

at

accredited

-

R Ghirardi

May
McCaffrey

S. Wasserman

Delta Delta

Alpha

Psi

Ohio State University

Zeta

Epsilon
Eta
lota

Slippery Rocit University
Presbyterian College

XI

McDaniel

College
University of Illinois
University

Cornell

wmm

2/6/53
3/6/W
5/3/03
inm.
1/14/02

FRIENDS OF ALPHA GAMMA
CHAPTER AWARD
This award, established by Alpha Gamma

Chapter
undergraduate brother
majoring
completed six full semesters
of study and has the highest grade-point average of all
applicants. This year's honoree is
(Carnegie-Mellon)

is

given

to one

in science that has

-

BIWA.Khan

Epsilon

Nu

12/6/04

Binghamton University

FRIENDS OF RHO CHAPTER AWARD
This award, endowed by the Rho Chapter (University of
Minnesota) is presented to one undergraduate who
demonstrates outstanding scholarship in liberal arts
during his first three years of study. "The Friends of
Rho

Chapter Ward

Wesley A. Goodman

for 2005 is awarded
Ohio Wesleyan

Epsilon

to

ORDER OF OMEGA
This Greek

-

3/31/03

University

honorary society inducts juniors or seniors
displaying leadership and service to their Order of Omega
chapter, Greek system, and campus life. Scholarship

winners

inductees of this national honor

Joshua D. Bauer
Joseph M. Boole

Delta Chi

Robert L Church

Gamma Theta

Jared W. Clayton
Jonathan j. Rtzgerald
Joshua W. Hussey
GaryA.MarWe

Delta Delta

Matthew S. Maurer

Kyle

Monestro

Matthew W.Pohlhaus
Peter K. Rossman
Mark D.Vrtieelcr

George

R. Whitfield

BeiaNu

Epsilon XI
BetaNu

Epsilon

Xi

Gamma Zeta

Delta Chi

Epsilon Xi
Epsiion Alpha
Epsilon Xi
Delta Tau

society

Elmhurst

are

College
West Virginia Wesleyan
University of Miami
Slippe^ Rock University
McDaniel College
West Virginia Wesleyan
McDaniel College
Bowling Green State University
Elmhurst College
McDaniel College
Michigan State IJniversity
McDaniei College
Murray State University

Elmhurst

5/16/04

Delta Chi

Elmhurst

11/23/03

J,
Wesley A, Goodman
Matthew J. Harris

Delta Chi

Elmhurst

11/17/02

Daniel R, Hooven

Delta Delta

Steven

Upsilon

Michael

-

1 1/23/03

4/23/03
1/31/03

-

Delta Chi

Joshua

grade point average and active membership in a fraternity
recognized by their university. Only students with a
cumulative grade point average of 3.5 or above
(on a 4.0 scale) at the start of their junior year or a
grade point average of 3.50 or higher in any semester
during their junior or senior year are eligible. 2004-2005

are

M.AIden
D. Bauer

Joseph

GAMMA SIGMA ALPHA HONOR SOCIETY
Students are eligible for membership based on their

Dastice

Epsilon
Epsilon

J, Jackson

Matthew S, Maurer

Gamma Zeta

Ronald G, Meise

lota

KevinJ,Pail
Brian J, Paladie
Pogros

Delta Chi

Chapter
Epsilon Zeta

Scott N,

Gamma Zeta

Dale F. Stewart

Epsilon
Epsilon

Joseph

College
College
College
Ohio Wesleyan University
Ohio Wesleyan University
Slippery Rock University
Pennsylvania State University
Bowling Green State University
Cornell University

D, Wood

3/6/02
4/27/03
1/25/03
4/12/03

Penn State Altoona

11/19/03

Elmhurst

11/23/03

College

Green State

Bowling
University
Ohio Wesleyan University
Western Michigan University

lota

3/31/03

11,15/04

11/15/04
9/21/03

4/27/04
5/3/03
4/21/02
5/3/03
1/25/03
11/17/02
5/2/03
1/25/03
5,3.03
12/3/04

GRANT-IN-AID RECIPIENT
These grants
demonstrate

are

presented

undergraduate

to

strong financial need as well
commitment to academics, service and the
Grant

recipients

David M.AIIeman

Joshua D. Borean
Jerome H, Bucceri
Seth. M. Cohen

CaseyJ. Friedberg
Mark J. McKenzie
Jeffrey J.W.B.Medves
Daniel J, Mirota
Wayne

a

for 2005

Upsilon
Epsilon Pi
Epsilon
Epsilon Mu
Epsilon Delta
Beta Rho

Alpha Tau

are

who

Fraternity.

-

Pennsylvania State University Colony Member
Miami University, Ohio
10/8/05
Ohio Wesleyan University
3/ 1 /OS
4/12/04
Bentley College
of
10/24/03
University Maryland
University ofToledo
Colony
College of Charleston
Colony
Stevens Institute

ofTechnology
University of North

L. Morris

men

as a

4/12/04
I /I/OS

Carolina, Charlotte
Thomas L.

Reynolds

Alpha

Rho

Gamma Zeta

JonathanT Weaver
Matthew J. Zakreski
All

BetaMu

12/6/03

5/26/04
10/17/03

scholarships are made possible by the Educational
through thoughtful and generous donations
Sigma Phi alumni.

Foundation
from Alpha

AIq>

BetaXi

NewJersey Institute
ofTechnology
Bowling Green State
University
Hartwick College
Wake Forest University

Alumni News
Central

van" '-^Iti'-^r

Michigan University

AllanTMense. PhD. '64. lives
AZ with his wife Kim.

He

is

in

Green

Valley.

the Chief

Scientist for

Space Technology for Raytheon
Systems and a chief engineer for a
product line that works with high

Missile
new

energy lasers
Adam Miller '98

was

Community Recognition

honored with the
Alumni Award

at

the annual Alumni Awards Dinner

in

Adam is the youngest mayor

elected

ever

Mount Pleasant and works hard
the

Brother

in

behalf of

of the city

people

Grand

on

June.

State

Valley

University

Olson '97 received the Delta

Barry

Beta Xi Award

in

Brother Olson has

April.

volunteered

in numerous

the national

Fraternity

more

on

a

year

North Carolina State

men at

who

working hard
Zeta chapter.

are

establish the Beta

'80 and
invited
and

Indiana

University

At the Golf

Stu

Jensen

Outing

Vice President

Jersey
Technology

-

organizing the event again this year from his
home in North Carolina.

Epsilon chapter was closed in
September due to repeated policy violations.
The alumni Board of Directors and the
staff will work with the

negotiate

a

date

in the future. The alumni who

involved in

university

to return to
were

campus

intimately

months and years are
the final result, but pleased

recent

disappointed

in

have created

a

to

strong collaborative effort with

the national staff and the

recently named
May 2005 issue

the

university staff.

This year marked the Fourth Annual
Bethlehem Brew Works Benefit Golf

Outing
in Support of the St. Luke's Comprehensive
Breast Care Program A Second Opinion

has been

chapter

Institute of

busy

open

BetaThetas from all

to

Brother Hovrard "Howie" Kidd '54 is

photographs,

current

Bryan

the

to

redecorated!

Alpha

board

Chua '91

many other brothers who made

happen.
Reynolds

the 75th year

the first recipient of the Beta Theta Ufetime

Rho

brothers Rob Owens '93, and

Tom

is

currently living in
The Chapter

house, but also put in a complete, state-ofthe-art, fire suppression system. Thanks to
as

as

decades.

this past year. The

Board of Directors (both the

well

well

at

Service Award for his decades of selfless

and past board members) were able to
obtain a mortgage to not only purchase the

this all

Lehigh University
The Beta

to

Chicago
an

The Alumni Association of the

as

staff

of

dedication

New

-

fraternity

J.
Super Lawyer in
Chicago Magazine,

was

as

Rutgers University. The dual
milestones were celebrated on homecoming
weekend. Saturday. October 29, 2005.

was

are:

Chns

-

Ramsell. 79

Illinois
of

Joe Breitbach '84
Egan "90
Secretary Jarrod Reid '90
Member at large -Tom Hinkley "84
Thanks to all that attend the golf outing.
A big thanks goes to Curt Johnson '84 for
Treasure

at

this fall

is

of existence

in next

so

Attendance

David Hon '84

-

Greeks"

Alpha Sigs are
year's event,
by contacting Gary Abel or
js|@dandux.com

participate

do

Loyola University

2005/2006 alumni board for Gammi Chi

President

at Star)ford reminiscing and flyfishing in southern
Oregon.
Taylor '52, Don White '50, Stan Lewis '5 1 and John Caneer '49.

to re

Bear Slide, the

elected. The members

'5 /, Bob

Erie Marks '80.
to

can

Donald

at

CowgUi

the

than

now, Brother Olson has been serving as the
Grand Chapter Advisor for the group of

University

from the Tau Chapter

L-R: Brooks

facilitator roles for

and served

Ritual Education Team. For

young

Brothers

Chapter.

Howie is

the Carolinas.
House

is

being

If anyone has any additional
old composites (large or small).

New Brother sign-in books, or any other
memorabilia from when you were an

undergrad

and would like

to

donate the

temporarily for homecoming
or permanently for the House or Alumni
Assoc, archives
please contact Mitchell
Speert '87 at mspeert@comcast.net or
Items

-

either

-

908-754-9577
'03

won

the $200

of

Vernon O. Drake Memonal

University

The award

Ryan Spiegel '98. founder and first
president of the Maryland chapter, announces
the creation of an Exploratory Committee,
Friends of Ryan Spiegel, to run for public
office in Maryland in November 2006. For
more information, please contaa at:
Friends of Ryan Spiegel
c/o Jason Altman. Treasurer

Scholarship ftjnd.
presented annually to an
undergraduate applicant, chosen by our Board
of Directors, who demonstrates leadership
and dedication in the fraternity and
participation in other e)Ctra-curricular
activities,

in

is

addition

to

academic achievement.

On

January 28th 2006 we will be
celebrating the 25th anniversary ofAlpha
Sigma Phi's rechartering at NJIT at our Black
and White, For any
future events go to

more

information

www.alphasig

PO. Box 2186

Rockville. MD 20847

on

org

Maryland

Brother

Or

at

www.ryanspiegal-com

�

Service for Breast Abnormalities and Breast

Ohio

Cancer. The

Ohio

event was

hosted

by

Brew Works, which is owned and

by

Brother

Jeff Fegley

'95

Bethlehem

operated

For the second

year The Beta Epsilon alumni team finished
"in the money." The "05 team was made up
of Gary Abel '72. Stu Jensen '79 Tom Potash

Wesleyan University

Wesleyan's Epsilon Chapter hosted its
annual SigBust during the university's
homecoming. September 30 October 1,2005.
-

University of Miami
Brother Albert "Al" de Lachica '86 is

daughter

in North Carolina but

The 50th

moving back

of "30 Weeks with 30

.\1<I>26

They currently live
possibly looking at

into the world

Rutgers University
Anniversary

doing

house and
great. He and his wife built a new
SIX months later welcomed their third

to

Texas.

*

Chapter
Bowling Green
University

State

Gamma Zeta

is

Chapter

proud

say that the

to

President and Vice President for

Bowling

Green State

University Undergraduates are
both Alpha Sigs! Congratulations Brothers

University

service should

Seventeen

men

would like

to

Sigma

Phi's

made

a

Miami
The

Elmhurst

College

The Delta Chi

to

has been

busy
year's recipient of the highest

Chapter

They were this
fraternity GPA award

and the recipient of the
2005 Greek Alumni Relations Award. Brother

Joey

Cullen '03

was

visit

to

University

chapter

at

Miami

fund their Miami

Against
The

next

is to

step

include self defense
to

University granted money
University Fraternities
(MUFASA) initiative.
expand programming to
courses and two speakers

Sexual Assault

continue to

sexual assault

awarded with the

the campus in October and
by the chapter

hosted

graciously

was

Shumaker '03 and Little '05.

philanthropy, and community
ensure a bright future. Alpha
President and CEO, DrewThawley,

brotherhood,

raise awareness

on

of rape and

their campus,

Friedman '03

was

honored

the 2005 Greek

as

They participated in
Adopt-A-Highway clean-ups. the Walk
Hope, and Annual 3-on-3 Basketball
Toumament benefiting CCI,

Missouri
The brothers

Man of the Year

for

Valley College
Omicron

ofAlpha

are

the

of the Inter-Fraternal Council

recipients

Service Award and Intramurals

championship.
given annually to the

The Service Award is

chapter that has demonstrated the
outstanding dedication to philanthropy

Greek

Grand

Valley State University

chapter completed their 1 0th Annual
Cycling for Independence. This is an eight
day. seven night bike trip around Lake
Michigan to raise money for CCI Once in
Chicago, we met with CCI and presented

The

them with
to meet

a

check for $3,500. We
who have

people

demonstrations.

brotherhood

It

was a

a

CCI

great

were

dog

and

event

and

or

College

see

Iowa State

University

Chapter hosted 300 Boy
year's Merit Badge University

Scouts

at

this

and raised

$2,000 for CCI. The attendance broke the
Our

2004 record!

during

chapter placed
Olympics

Greek Week and

semester

highest GPA out of
organizations

by having

SGA E-board

new

on

campus. And we had more then 300 people
attend our casino night during Greek Week.
We ended the

the

the

fifth

the fourth

Ohio

North Carolina

-

Charlotte

chapter participated in the All Greek
Philanthropy Carnival. On October 26. 2005
the Alpha Sigs sold raffle tickets and had a
UNCC

football

toss to

raise money and awareness for

We maintained the

highest
fraternity on campus
to Brother Benjamin Hill '03,
Congratulations
who has been awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship to research the effectiveness of
service hours

University of

the

time to meet

of

University

with them

experiences.

Findlay

Chapter would
congratulate the Spring Pledge Class.
We will be celebrating our fourth
consecutive Founder's Day this year.
For more info contact the Chapter at
The Brothers of Gamma Pi
to

419-434-2951
And finally, we are proud to have had
highest chapter GPA in the Greek
Community this past Spring Semester!

the

Illinois

marked by the moving
Chapter Advisor, Chuck
We here are proud of Chuck

The Eta

Chapter

away of

our

was

Grand

'82.

for pursuing medical school and will miss his
presence at the fraternity, In our

philanthropy efforts, we raised $3,000 by
raffling off Illinois basketball paraphernalia.
The money raised was donated
Children's Memorial Hospital in

The Eta

Chapter

has

requesting

the

Chicago.
significant need for

a

Brother Dan Baltes '93

alumni involvement.
is

to

assistance

with the Eta

Corporation. With the largest chapter in
Alpha Sigma Phi at over 150 men, there is
lot to manage!

a

Wesleyan University

Epsilon brothers received awards for
having the best new member education

The

program, for raising the most money for
philanthropy and giving back the most

the 31 Greek

thank Bruce Burns Ohio State

taking

McCaffery

Epsilon Omicron want to
congratulate
following brothers: Noah
Haahr '04 won the Mr. MWSC contest. Jeff
Knapp '04 won the office of student body
vice president. Randy Gifford '04 was elected
the new president of the chapter and was
re-elected to the student senate along with
Jeff Winn '04, Seth Logston '04 and Anthony
Widhalm '04. Finally, freshman Rob Martin '04
was appointed Director of Internal Affairs for
The brothers of

able

'63 for

and share his brotherhood

University of

service in the past year.

Missouri Western State

building experience.

The

most

Colony visited
Fraternity Headquarters in August Three
men participated in the Pledging Ceremony.
They developed an action plan for the
completion of the expansion process and
petitioning for a charter. The brothers

like

Brotherhood Award and Brother Scott

of Akron
from the

University

of Toledo

The Beta Rho

Colony

bright

build

men to

received the third

has assembled 27

colony We
highest grades on campus.
to host a workshop,
a

strong

We worked with alumni

anti-gang laws in Honduras, We also held
our annual Sig Bust on October I.

primarily for recruitment and brotherhood
in late July. We want to thank the brothers
from BG.Tri-State. Ohio Wesleyan. and
Miami for being encouraging and supportive
along the way. We hope to make everyone
proud!

Rutgers University

University

GPA of any

CCI. Brother Phil Wilkins. UNCC '03, stated
"It

was

great seeing fellow Greeks

out

there

together raising money for there respective
philanthropies and having fun while doing it"

Beta Theta

Colony

since 2001 and four years later we stand

stronger then

McDaniel

Epsilon

Xi has

made

a name

for itself

of the strongest organizations on
and
campus. They swept the Greek Awards

as one

were

ever.

We

can

truly

journey defines the man". Thanks

College
already

has been in existence

crowned champions of Greek Week in

men: Gillis Cheng, Bogdan Enache,
Diaz,Vina)' Sanapala.Alex Shoyket.
Strampfer. Pravin Conda.Arvind

following

with

Christos

all off.

Matt

Chandran. Sahid

the

Nuriyev

teamwork

on

Spring following an exemplary display of
throughout the course of the
events. This is only the beginning, and a focus
on recruiting while working to further

say. "the
to the

this

Jabbie,Tom Lahav.Yan
They have been

and Henk Bruins.

long journey

of

of Beta Theta tradition

continuing 75 years
on

the campus.

AI<1) 27

of

Virginia

at Wise

Colony supported a sister of
Phi Sigma Sigma in the JDRF Walkathon and
assisted a local non-profit organization.
Dolly Parton Imagination Library for Youth.
UVA Wise

CCI

wash and bake sale. And

a car
we

raised funds and

in our

first

was a success

ever

top it
for

to

awareness

Trike-a-thon. The

event

and many students and
came out to watch

community members
brothers ride trikes!

our

(Die TOMAHAWK does noi ossume responsibi/rty
for the accuracy of Omega hsvngs tnforwavon
from vanous sources is printed as it ts reported lo
the National Headquarters for record keeping
purposes Ongoing efforts to locate brothers
without mailable oddresses o/len reveol r^ames of
those who have entered Omega Some listings
therefore are of brothers who have been deceased
for some time, but are included for informational
purposes and

in

NY

DARTMOUTH, ALPHA ETA CHAPTER
Lincoln E CafFall '33, La Jolla.CA

Gwynne A,

,MO becomes

a

member

ALABAMA, ALPHA IOTA CHAPTER
Gus M.Vergos 'SO.Mobile.AL

Thomas G Coward '60, Scottsdale. AZ

Garven Videen '56

DAVIS & ELKINS, GAMMA DELTA CHAPTER
John Martielli '50. Ellicott City. MD

BERKELEY. NU CHAPTER
Christopher Stevenson '83, Davis. CA
Donald B Wallace '43, Walnut Creek, CA

EASTERN MICHIGAN,
GAMMA UPSILON CHAPTER
Leonard A, Pishko '66,

BOWUNG GREEN,
GAMMA ZETA CHAPTER

Bowling Green.

OH

BUFFALO, GAMMA EPSILON CHAPTER
Marshall E Hultman '59,Whitney Point NY

HARTFORD, EPSILON LAMBDA
Brooklyn. NY

MARIEHA, DELTA CHAPTER
Gary D Ankrum '59. Columbus. OH
Vincent J, Dronzek '48. Willoughby OH

HARTWICK, BETA XI CHAPTER
Ira E Sherman '35, Fort Myers, FL
George Simmons '56. Newburgh, NY
Edward J, Simpon '35. Auburn. NY

Daniel S Hamill '50. St Clairsville. OH
Michael S,

J

City,

Cmdr Frederick H Sanders USN

(Ret) '49.

Spnngfield, VA

MD

Spring,

James Oldfield '47. 0'Fallon. IL
John Patton "3 I .Troy. Ml
Frederick J Roecker '58. Morton.
Walter Sloan '32. Rye. NY

CINCINNATI, BETA SIGMA CHAPTER
Frank Backus '37.Apopka. FL

Robert

CHARLESTON, GAMMA MU CHAPTER

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF
ALPHA XI CHAPTER

Edv/ard

Ralph

Bourne, Jr

Daniel A

IL

Holly. NJ

Rockport MA
J, Tierney '34. Catonsville, MD
Patrick TVartuli '37. Sidney NY
Martin

William C, Ward '34. Utica. NY

MILTON, BETA UPSILON CHAPTER
Norman L Carle

Hegglin '60. Morgan Hill.CA

INDIANA, GAMMA CHI CHAPTER
Dannie M Lee '7 1 .Valparaiso. IN
IOWA STATE, PHI CHAPTER

Wayne Bohan '36. Kimball, MN
J, Robert Boyd '22. LcMars. lA
Arnold HWinegar '30.The Woodlands.TX

\:l<I>28

Sarasota. FL

'42,Janesville,WI

IN

.

F Schiller '47. Mount

MacMurtry '42.

Donald B Stillman '41.

Charles G Uram '5 1 Rockford. IL

Donald E Griswold '50, Bcllevue.WA

S,

Robert M, Smith '33. North Bei>vick.ME

IL

'56,Jcffersonville,

Walter E Puschel '29, Riverside, CT

Arthur E,"Ed" Grosvenor '40. Venice. FL
Robert A. MacDonald '25, Princevillc. HI
Malcolm H, Smith '42, Jericho VT

TECHNOLOGY,

Donald E Ennis '46. Danville. IL

CONNECTICUT, GAMMA GAMMA CHAPTER
Sidney Goldberg '43, Newington, CT

MICHIGAN, THETA CHAPTER
Donald R. La Valley '56, Upland. CA
Frederick J, Muench '50. Utde Neck. NY
Carl S, Nielsen '34. Cambridge. MA
Joseph M Simon '48, Grosse Pointe. Ml
Robert B Thornley '33, Harwich, MA

John

J, Thompson '39. Rock Island,
Zegers '3 1 .Tucson, AZ

CHICAGO, CHI CHAPTER

COE, ALPHA CHI CHAPTER
Dr George H Anderson '29, Stevens Point WI

MASSACHUSETTS, GAMMA CHAPTER
Thomas B Lenoir '24, South Yarmouth, MA
William B McCowan '36, Sarasota. FL

MIDDLEBURY, ALPHA DELTA CHAPTER

Monte D Moss '40. Downs, IL

Robert G Summers '43. Norman. OK

Dale M Dillon '60. Saint Charles, IL

Raymond O Hanna '40. Lakeland. FL
Raymond P Hayslip '29, Proaorville. OH
John F Sinnett '38. Nevrton, NC

Richard C McLean '42, Deerfield. IL

Bruce Odom '50, White Plains. NY
HI

OH

Val S Griffiths '39, Hammond. LA

ILUNOIS, ETA CHAPTER
David L Braun '47, Burlington, VT
Robert F Collins '39. Barrington, IL
Richard Coe '60. New Port Richey. FL
Hov/ard E, Dorton '3 I Lexington. KY
Robert P Johannes '53. Moline. IL
William F Johnson '49. Chicago. IL
Daniel Kerpan "31. Ballwin, MO
Robert "Gerry" Klebe "49,Zion.lL
Evan Koons "37. Stewartsville. NJ
Edward G, Leufgen "36, Saratoga. CA
William B Lough "62 Staten Island, NY

,

'67, Pearl

Leahy '56. Midland. Ml
Schaly '56. Marietta.

Donald "Don"

MARSHALL, BETA DELTA CHAPTER
Cap A- Glenn "40, Logan, WV

HARVARD, BETA CHAPTER
Lawrence 5 Apsey '22, Fresno. CA
Sidney L Eaton '24,Westwood, MA

Gerald E Murch '3 1 Silver

CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES,
ALPHA ZETA CHAPTER

CA

LYCOMING, GAMMA RHO CHAPTER
David B Jackson "68, Saranac Lake, NY

Schaumburg, IL

,

BETHANY. BETA GAMMA CHAPTER
Randal J Gebhardt '48, Coatesville, PA

John

.

LOYOLA, DELTA ALPHA CHAPTER
Charles R, (Chuck) Krusling '70, Elsmere. NY
Terrance J, Nykiel '70, N, Myrtle Beach. SC
Hon Timothy J (Tim) Szwed '70, Flossmoor IL

DUQUESNE, BETA PI II CHAPTER
Joseph R Falcon '7 1 .Youngwood, PA

BALDWIN-WALLACE,
ALPHA MU CHAPTER
Lawrence C Piziaii '65, Jamaica Plain, MA
Roy W Price '50. Cupertino, CA
Eugene M, Socha '39, Columbus. OH

Nakayama

Holyoke '4 1 Fenton, MO
Harry J Phillips '5 1 Huntington Beach,
Douglas V Wade '59, Dagsboro, DE
Caleb

Prosser '28. Hanover. NH

Warren L Lewis "02.

ARIZONA. GAMMA IOTA CHAPTER
Richard Lyons '55

Roland K

Ben Griffith '49. Centreville. OH
Sam B, McKinney Jr. '56, Prospect KY

,

Brother

Adam D Marchal '02.

KENTUCKY, SIGMA CHAPTER
Douglas WAIIgood '49,APO.AP
Robert L Gray '30, Waynesboro. VA

LEHIGH, BETA EPSILON CHAPTER

Francis T Fenn '34, Brownsville, VT
Theodore R, Howard '28, Marion, MA

tribute.)

of
Upon death,
of the Omega Chapter and will forever be honored
for his contributions to his famiiy. his community
and this Fratemity Upon entenng Omega, a
brother's Membership Badge is bequeathed to the
national Fratemity for safekeeping Please send
deceased nooces and bequeathed Membership
Badges to 7 10 Adams St.. Carmel. IN 46032
a

CORNELL, IOTA CHAPTER
Joseph W McWilhams '29. Pitssford. NY
Joseph D Minogue '46 (DBX '57). Ithaca.

MISSOURI, ALPHA THETA CHAPTER
John D Allen '57, Harrisonville. MO
Marshall J Dugger '38. St Louis. MO
Walter G Frerck '29. Arnold. MO
Monsees '29. Enid, OK

Logan

MOUNT UNION, BETA ALPHA CHAPTER
Lansing. Ml

William E Thacker '33.

t

NEBRASKA, XI CHAPTER
Roy B Clark '26, Denver. CO
Robert W Hyde '4 1 Sconsbluff,
,

Robert

Greenfield Center, NY

J, Flynn '16,

Kevin E O'Brien '68, Scottsdale. AZ
Lester M Rouse '16, Oneonta, AL

N.J.I.T.,

M,

S. Charles Greidanus '33. Brookside.

Richard H Stolhman '47,

NORTH CAROLINA AT CHARLOTTE.
DELTA ZETA CHAPTER
S "Mud

Myron

Dog" Hipps

Ralph

Chevy Chase,

MD

Willi.im H Wilkinson '15, Paoli, PA

PENN

"9 1 Belmont NC
.

STATE, UPSILON CHAPTER
Bunting III '42, North East. MD

W Scott

Robert C Dean '6 1 Lewiston, PA

NORTH CAROLINA STATE,
BETA ZETA CHAPTER

.

Warren H.

English

PLAHSBURGH (S.U.N.Y),
DELTA XI CHAPTER

"46.Westlake. OH

L Goldsmith '74. Gallon. OH

Jefli^y

James E Murphy
OHIO STATE, ZETA CHAPTER
Edgar L Banks "39, Miami, FL
Frank F Barber "36,

Zephyrhills,

PA

John
Joseph J. Rowley '53. Ardmore, PA
William E Royer '47. La Fayette. NY

OHIO NORTHERN,
GAMMA ALPHA CHAPTER
Marvin V

Hinks.Jr '42, Johnstown,

L Kurd '32. Lansdale, PA

Frederick G.Walsh "33. Moorhead. MN

'9 1 Waterford, NY
.

POLYTECHNIC, ALPHA UPSILON CHAPTER
George F Meagher '36, Mystic, CT

FL

O. Brafford "43 Mesa. AZ

James
John D.

Collins "39.

Bowling

PRESBYTERIAN, ALPHA PSI CHAPTER
William C, McClammy '42, Wilmington, NC
Philip W Rogers '39. Clinton, SC

Green, OH

Richard H.Collins �39,Vail.CO
William H, Ebert '47,

John J,

Chicago,

IL

Evans '69, New York. NY

Robert C

PURDUE, ALPHA PI CHAPTER
Lantz,Jr '45, Green Valley. AZ
Frank Nuzzo '03. Barrington, IL

"35, Glendale.AZ

Fashbaugh

David G, Gibson '65.

Chambersburg.

Harry S, Gump Sr '33. Columbus,

A David

PA

OH

M,

McCarty '67,

R.PL, BETA PSI CHAPTER

Vienna. VA

Elbert F Hubbard '42, Gravette, AR
Everett J, Lester '40. Walnut Creek. CA

Trent O, Meacham "47, Auburn, CA
William J, Miller '4 1 Nichols. SC
,

Indianapolis, IN
Lexington. KY
Julius
Charles R. Paul '53. Dayton. OH
Robert G. Smith '43. San Jacinto, CA
John E Startzman '4 1 Orlando. FL
Abbott E Sdnchcomb Jr '49. Hingham,
Richard S- Stumpf '40, Brookville, PA
Richard FTaft '38. Longmeadow. MA
Harry R. Unkel '40. Indianapolis. IN
Jean C.

E, Hickman,

Charles A Kuhns '54.

PA

.

TULANE, GAMMA OMICRON CHAPTER
Stephen Q Ward '67, Birmingham, AL
WAKE FOREST, BETA MU CHAPTER
C, Everett Berger '45. Bay Village. OH
Winfred A, Fishel '45. Winston-Salem. NC

WASHINGTON, MU CHAPTER
Lynn C Cockburn '43, Lake Forest Park.WA
Richard Detjen '56. (DBX '69). Kenmore. WA
Jack Heglie '38. Poison. MT
Richard F Jones '55, Tucson. AZ
William Mair '51

RoyJ.Maus '51, Everettt.WA
Ralph L Merklin '35. Port Ludlow. WA
Charles H Mitchell '39. Seattle. WA

Arthur L Hawthorne '43, St Clairsville, OH

James

Buonagurio '31, Bolton, MA
Jr '66, Mt Kisco. NY
Niagara Falls. NY
Edward W Leary '31. Lowell. MA
Richard M.Lindsay '50.Titusville.FL
Carl A, Lindstrom '31, Cypress, CA
John L McVey '50. Centerville. MA
Clifton I. Munroe '47, Cape Coral. FL
Arthur R, Nicholson Jr '53. Phoenixville.
Donald G, Perry '54. Williamsburg. VA
Robert C Russell Sr '3 I Arlington. TX
Thomas F Schuster '63, Hickory. NC
Gabriel C

Shafique Saigol '55. Cherry Hill, NJ

David H Stockwell '28, Wilmington, DE

NJ

IOTA CHAPTER

Arlanson '31, East Dennis, MA
Chester R Bond '31. Longmeadow, MA

Harry

William H, Ramin '49, Ashville.OH

NE

ALPHA RHO CHAPTER

TUFTS, BETA

Lee Roberts '50. Des Moines. lA
Bert E, Rose Jr '38. Dallas. TX

Urry

M, Wold '43, Kirkland, WA

Mills '36.

A. Neill '33.

RUTGERS, BETA THETA CHAPTER
Frederic L Kadey '40. Royal Palm Beach,
FL; Adolph A.Wysockl '64. Sacramento. CA

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY,
GAMMA ETA CHAPTER

STANFORD, TAU CHAPTER
Harold G Gulp '49. Rio Vista, CA
Daniel C, Cutter '29, Kentfield. CA

WESTMINSTER. ALPHA NU CHAPTER
Edgar E Fellabom '40, Isle of Palms. SC

STEVENS TECH, ALPHA TAU CHAPTER
Gary E, Sommargren '64, Santa Cruz. CA

WEST

BETA LAMBDA CHAPTER
Thomas S.Smith '35. Annapolis. MD

WEST VIRGINIA WESLEYAN,
BETA NU CHAPTER

Donald H. Steinmann '53, St Louis. MO

.

Norman CWittwer '39. Haddonfield.
'SO.Tucson, AZ

MA

NJ

J. William Woodruff

ST

OHIO WESLEYAN, EPSILON CHAPTER
Sidney P Bailey '35, Green Valley AZ
Walter H, Bolinger '43. Baton Rouge, LA

'23.Youngstown, OH
Roger Johnsen '58, Portland. OR
C. Raymond Paye '49. Saint Clair Shores. Ml
Frederick W.Weber '40. New Snnyma Beach.
C

Orville W Barnett '30. LedbettenTX
Scott B, Buder '97. Norman, OK

Clyde
Loyce

Kirk '27, Norman. OK
M, Newman '53. Evansville. IN

Edward W Smith '34. Edmond. OK

OREGON STATE, PSI CHAPTER:
Ronald T Miller '38. Lake Oswego, OR

PENN, OMICRON CHAPTER
Armer E Abel '35, Swarthmore, PA
David W, Bowman �25,Afton, MN
Dana G, Chase '53, Abington, MA
Fred K, Darragh '35. Little Rock. AR

VIRGINIA, ALPHA KAPPA CHAPTER
Pompano Beach. FL

Herman A, DeVol '3 1

,

Loren E, Karickhoff '47.

Albert E. Davies

OKLAHOMA, ALPHA ALPHA CHAPTER

JOHN'S,

Robert A, Rounce '48,Willowbrook, IL

FL

SYRACUSE, ALPHA EPSILON CHAPTER
Frank R, Ligouri '38. Ithaca, NY
Paul S. Morton '39. Springfield, MO
Arthur C, Sandstrom '46, Jordan, NY
TOLEDO, BETA RHO CHAPTER
John E. Bismark '73, Toledo, OH
Ronald E, Blagus �52,Toledo, OH
Ronal K Emery '56. Perrysburg. OH
David Hollinger '74. Toledo. OH
James M, Schwyn '57. Hilton Head. SC
TRI-STATE, BETA OMICRON CHAPTER
Stelio J Corte '40. Bluefield.WV
Mitchell C Gahyano '44. Palm Bay. FL
Wayne L, McCormick '5 1 Springfield, IL
Charles BWilcox "47.Virginia Beach. VA
John Owen Wright '56
.

Kenneth R. Knox

Jack

Cuyahoga

Falls. OH

"40, Farmtngton. CT

HMinnear '36. Midland. Ml

WIDENER, GAMMA XI CHAPTER
Robert R Keough '69. Aston, PA

YALE, ALPHA CHAPTER
Robert O. Bovard '32. Frankfort Ml

James M.Tompkins '32. Saluda, VA

mm
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2006 Grand

Chapter

Z *^
Grand

Chapter &
Leadership
Conference
Hilton Hotel

Charlotte, NC

August 3-6, 2006

are just months away from whot promises to be on exciting event!
Brothers from nearly every stole will descend on Charlotte, the city
that has become the symbol of racing in America. What better place

We

hold the bi-annual Grand Chapter & Leadership Conference, hosted
by Alpha Sigma Phi Froternity.

to

Registration materials will be available in early Februory

Chapter and chartered alumni council delegates should expect to see
registration information in December. Each chapter and chartered
alumni council is expected to send a delegate to Grond Chopter, ond
participation in the Leadership Conference is open to all brothers.
Leodership Conference will be jammed pocked with highly
workshops, speakers, hot topic sessions, brotherhood, and
of course fun. Delegates of Grand Chapter will shape the Fraternity's
future through legislative action, select and install the next Grand
Council, and celebrate the ochievements of brothers and chapters.
Mark your calendar, tune up your race car, and plan to join your

This year's
interactive

brothers in Charlotte. Gentlemon, Stort Your Engines.

.

.

^^^g^igg^^^H
4 To Know
I'll spare you the

Not to Know

or

details of my first year

giitty

President and CEO. Suffice it to say it

inspiring

We

had

year

a good
by many

kept

I'll

area so

coming hack

me

hedge

growth, risk
management, volunteer
was

recruitment, f inanciais,
net assets, board

development or member
relations. Specifics will
soon be available at

Dome!

home,

Would I know

if I

one

saw

one?

reverence to

world,

or even to

each other?

accurate? Are the results well

I

was

recently

at an

Indianapolis

Colts football game amongst
ttiousands of otiier fans. At

tens

(My

I consider

a

lot

than

more

that

Just the

Fraternity, but I am often found
mal<ing the connection between
almost anything and our great
Fraternity. Parallels are
everywhere.)
How many Alpha Sigs were in
the RCA Dome that

evening

in

Indianapolis!
Quicl< math'. 45,000 Alpha Sigs,
295,734, 1 34 Americans Alpha Sig
population ratio of 1:6,571.
=

to

Now,

Indy

is

a

hotbed

alumni with many

ofAlpha Sig
chapters in the

better

should

they

be

The
For

is unique to who
question. For some, yes.

answer

some, no.

opinions

on

I value others'

the matter, but I

commit that I believe
we

should be able

to

as

must

Brothers,

recognize

an
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